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1

Introd uction

In the applications typical in teletraffic theory, performance
evaluation in stochastic models is usually (as suggested already by Erlang) centered around steady-state characteristics. Thus, in some sense the mathem~tical framework is
rather straightforward to formulate, but the practical diffficulties are considerable: only in very special situations do
the numbeR, that the practitioner asks for, come out with
relative ease.
In the present paper, we report on some recent progress
on a set of queueing problems which presumably are too
simplified to be of any great direct applicability in teletraftic
theory, but which nevertheless are of basic importance from
a systematic point of view. More precisely, our object of
study is the steady-state waiting time W in simple queues
of GI/G/I type where the arrival process is renewal with
interarrival distribution A and service times are LLd. with
common distribution B. Despite the simplicity of the model,
it is, however, not straightforward to perform performance
evaluation, say in the form of producing numerical values
of expected values like JEW or tail probabilities lP(W > '
u) or graphs of the whole distribution. Explicit solutions
virtually only exist for the GI/M/I case where service times
are exponential (in part also for M/G/I where, however, the
distribution of W is accessible only through its moments).
When pursuing the problem in greater generality, some of
the standard approaches are

• complex plane methods ([5]) where the final numerical
implementation may involve tools like Laplace transform inversion, rootfinding based on Rouche's theorem, or Cauchy integrals;
• the matrix-geometric approach of Neuts ([8]) where
non-linear matrix equations Q = .p( Q) are solved iteratively; however, so far this method has been more succesful in studying discrete random variables like queue
lengths than waiting times.
Whereas in the complex plane approach, one usually assumes that A or B (or both) have rational Laplace transforms (RLT), Neuts' approach is based on the slightly smaller
clUl of phase-type distributions. Again, the idea goes back
to Erlang. With [7] as an historically important intermediate step, the modern formulation of the method of stages is
now a phase diagram as in Fig. 1.

This represents the life of a particle which moves on a finite
set E = {I, •. . ,p} ofstates with rate 9ij of jumping from i
to j, initially enteR E with' probabilities chosen according
to the vector r = (rl." r p) and exits from state i with
rate 9i. In our GI/G/I case, we may for example represent
the service time (interarrival time) with the lifetime of the
particle and say then that we have a GI/PH/I (PH/G/I)
queue. The advantages of working within the class of phasetype distributions are two-fold, at least:
• a suitable matrix formalism allows a number of characteristics of the distribution to be calculated easily;
• one obtains a probabilistic interpretation of how a phasetype random variable is generated.
Within this setting, our main result ([2]) is then simply (but
maybe somewhat unexpected!) that the waiting time W is
phase-type if the service time is so. We state the result in
Section 2 and discuss it, whereas Section 3 contains some
intuitive arguments trying to provide an intuitive explanation.

2

Main result and discussion

As motivation, consider the GI/M/I queue with B(dz)

=

6e- b dz. It is then well known (e.g. [1] Ch: IX.I) that
the distribution of W is then again exponential, or rather a
mixture of an atom o( weight say r + at 0 and an exponential
distribution with rate" on (0,00). Here

" =6(1 -

r+), r+

=..{[-6(1- r+)],

=

(1)

where A[,] 1:0 e" A(dz). In the set-up of Figure I, write
Q for the matrix with the 9ij on the off-diagonal and 9ii =
-tJi - Ejpi 9ij on diagonal. Note that then the (column)
-Qe where e is the
vector 9 of exit rates is given by 9
(column) vector of ones; Further, let matrix-exponential
functions be defined the standard way, eQ
LOO Q" In!,
and let A[Q) be defined by entry-wise integration. Then:

=

=
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Theorem 1 CORNer the GI/PH/l queue Vlith p/uJIe.twe
parameter. (E, Q, r) for the 1erW:e time dutributitm B.
Then the tDGitirag time u p/uJIe.twe Vlith parameter. (E, Q +
fr +, r +) VJlaere r + «dujiu
r+ = rA[Q + fr+].

=

=

{R(t)}

{m.}

=

(3)
Compared to the matrix·geometric approach to GI/PH/1 as
implemented in [8] and a series of papers by RamasWaDll and
Lucantoni (see e.g. the references in [9], [6]), the advantage
is a much more direct set of formulas as well as the added
insight in the structure of the distribution of W. Note, however, that the phase-type form of W is noted for M/G/l in
[8] and has been rederived (following [2]) in the GI/PH/1
cue in [9], [6], [11] (also the formulas of [10] are aI&orith·
mically equally simple as (3) but the phase-type form went
unnoticed).
Extensions to the Markov·modulated M/G/1 queue are
in [3], [11]. Here [11] requires matrix iteration in higher dimension than [3] but also covers a more general daaa of mod·
els. However, the approach of [3] immediately generalizes to
the main cue of the Markovian arrival prOcess (covering
both GI/PH/1 and the Markov·modulated M/G/1 queue).
See [4] where also the ladder height point of view i. further
exploited to get explicit results on the distribution of the
maximal waiting time during a cycle (for claaaical results on
this topic, see [5]).

3

-.-- M- .... ···· ... ·.·

(2)

We note the similarity with the GI/M/1 case which may
be viewed as the special cue p
1. In fact, then phase
&enerators are simply minus the intensity of an exponential
distribution so that -Q and f both correspond to 6 and
hence Q + fr+ to -'I
-6(1 - r+). Also, for p
1 we
have r
Iso that (1) and (2) are the same equation. It is a
classical result due to Smith (see e.g. [5]) that W has a RLT
if B has so. Compared to this, the advantage of Theorem
1 is that we avoid complex numbers and Laplace transform
inversion. In fad (see [2] for details), the main numerical
step is to solve (2) by iteration, and all characteristics have
then simple e~pressions in terms of r +. For example, the
density of W on (0,00) is

=

Figure 2

Some intuitive heuristics

Though to some extent the phase-type form of W has come
as a surprise, there is, nevertheless, a simple intuitive explanation as follows. It is a standard fact that W has the

l&Dle diatribution aB the ma.ximum M =ma.x...o.l .... S" of a
random walk S" = X t + ... + X" where X" = U" - T" is the
difference between a service time U" and an interarrival time

T" (all U", T" are independent). On Fig. 2, we have imbedded this random walk (at the V, 6) as S" = R(Tl +.. -+T,,)
where {R(t)} is a process which jumps Ut at time Tt, U2 at
time Tt +T2 and so on, and decreases linearly at a unit rate
in between jumps. Thus, indeed

Ta

The 6 values on Fig. 2 represent the ladder point. (or record
value.) S",+(.) where r+(k) = 0, r+(k + 1) = inf{A > r+(k) :
S" > S",+(.) (r+(k + 1) 00 if there is no such Ai we write
r+ r+(l». Obviously, M is the last oftheae record values
(on the figure, M 5",+(3» and therefore, we can decompoee
M as the finite sum of the ladder .tep. S"'+(.+1) - S",+(.). For
the GI/M/l queue, this point of view immediately 1eada to
the exponential form of W: the ladder steps are overshoot
values of some appropriate X"' hence overshoot valuel of
some U" and therefore exponentially distributed with rate
6. Further, if we define r+ = P(M > 0) = P(r+ < 00), the
probability that a ladder point at %, say, is the last one is
1- r+. I.e., M has failure rate 'I = 6(1 - 1'+) independent
of % and is therefore exponential with rate 'I. With some
sophistication, this argument generalizes to GI/PH/1. On
Fig. 2, we have assumed that the phase-type distribution of
the service time U has just two phases 0, x, and the phase
changes during the service times are included on Fig. 2 in
an obvious way. To each ladder step, we can now associate
a proceaa of 0, x values, namely the ones corresponding to
the overshoot part of the corresponding U", and piecing together we obtain the process {m.} on Fig. 2. The state
space is E
{o, x} and within ladder steps, {m.} jumps
according to the given phase generator Q. Let 1'+ denote the
distribution of Mo (which is defective, I'+e
P(r+ < 00)
< 1). When a ladder step is terminated (the set of rates
is again the given q), then {mz } starts afresh from scratch,
i.e. is reset to distribution 1'+. Collecting terms, we see that
the total jump rates are given by the matrix Q + ql'+, and
since obviously M is the lifetime of {mz }, the distribution
is indeed phase-type (E, Q + fl' +, 1'+).

=

=

=

=

=
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